
The Future of KKL
A Journey into

The frame story:
You are in a mysterious room that looks like a 
futuristic time machine. Looking around, you discover 
a letter left behind by a famous historian, which reads:
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You were chosen to go on a special mission

on behalf of the Jewish National Fund (KKL).

KKL has developed an experimental 

device for time travel, and your team has 

been chosen to test it.

To travel forward in time to help us see what the future 

has in store for KKL. We have all kinds of plans for the 

future, but we want to see what really happens in the end 

and that's why we chose you to tell us what will happen.

Solve puzzles, overcome challenges, and answer questions.

At each station, you will 

receive a number. 

Only after you have received all 

the numbers and solved the final 

riddle will you be able to return 

back to the present.

From here, you a
re

on your own!

we wish you success and 

hope to see you at this 

place and time soon!



א = 1

ב = 2

ג = 3

ד = 4

ה = 5

ו = 6

ז = 7

ח = 8

ט = 9

י = 10

כ = 20

ל = 30

מ = 40

נ = 50

ס = 60

ע = 70

פ = 80

צ = 90

ק = 100

ר = 200

ש = 300

ת = 400

Educating the Community 
Advertising and the Blue Box

Hello, welcome to the year 3000. 
Today, it is so easy to reach Israel from anywhere in the world and even feel that 
we are there with the help of technological means even when we are not. But 
there is nothing like actually feeling the soil and smelling the scent of the blossoms.

The year 3,000

This poster shows the date of KKL's 
birthday, but it appears in Hebrew 
letters, not numbers. Use the gematria 
table to find out on which date (only 
the day, not the month) KKL was 
established.

Riddle:

When you go for a walk in the Land of 
Israel, it is likely that you will come 
across signs put up by the KKL. 
KKL has planted over 240 million trees 
in Israel - the only country in the world 
that has more trees today than it did in 
the early 20th century.

KKL also contributes to the 
environment in Israel by developing the 
water economy, cleaning open areas, 
developing tourism and recreation in 
forests and parks, and more.

By the way, all of this can be seen in 
the KKL symbol, which is made up of 
three colors - brown, green, and blue.

The Brown The Green The Blue

Represents the 
development of 
the land.

Nurturing and 
preserving the 
nature of the 
Land of Israel.

The KKL's 
contribution to 
the water 
sector- the 
restoration of 
streams, the 
construction of 
dams and water 
reservoirs.

KKL obtains the funds to achieve these 
goals from donations. In the past, the 
donations were mostly collected via the 
"Blue Box" - KKL's donation box found 
in every Jewish home and institution. 
Today, the donations are collected in 
other ways.

KKL described all their activities to the 
Jews in Israel and overseas before the 
establishment of the state and 
continues to do so to this day. How? 
With the help of posters and postcards 
that encouraged the Jews in various 
communities to contribute to the Blue 
Box and be part of the building of the 
country.

As technology develops, KKL has 
started making content accessible with 
the help of films and simulations - and 
this is just the beginning!

Answer:



Answer:
The year is 2023. How many people (new immigrants and 
others) does KKL want to settle in the Negev and Galilee 
together each year until the year 2040 (round the answer 
down to the nearest whole number)?

Riddle:

Innovation at KKL 
The year 2,040

Let's talk about the innovation centers in Israel. 
The innovation centers focus on entrepreneurship and technological development, with 
an emphasis on the worlds of sustainability, agriculture, land, water, climate change 
preparedness, and technological innovation.
A few years ago, we made it possible for all kinds of startup companies to develop 
special products that would help farmers in Israel and worldwide. We gave them 
everything they needed to develop their ideas. After 12 years, some of these ventures 
really succeeded and turned from startups into huge companies known all over the world!
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Right, you do all of your shopping 
online? You should know that thanks 
to the company- 

even people who live in remote areas 
can order food- even if the nearest 
supermarket is really, really far away!

One such company is-

This company developed a permanent 
automatic spraying system for 
vineyards and orchards. This system 
replaced the old methods of spraying 
to such an extent that you hardly see 
tractors in the fields anymore!

���� Another company is- 

Their system allows farmers to take 
organic waste and turn it into energy! 
Today, in Israel and around the world 
there is almost no waste that comes 
out of agriculture thanks to this 
company.

�������

KKL has a vision for innovation and settlement in Israel 2040. 
What is the vision?
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the Galilee
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New 
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who will 
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in the Negev 
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and 
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empowerme

nt for the 
youth



Answer:

The year 2,023

Education
For a Better Future

Hello again! 
Now, we will show you what we do in the field of education. 
As you know, we do a lot of planting and growing trees, so 
there is something else we are growing - the leaders of 
tomorrow. 

Our vision is to strengthen the connection between the 
young people and the land- whether you live in Israel or 
outside of it, we will help you get to know the Land of Israel 
better and help you strengthen our land. 

AfikimBnei-BritGenigarDgania

HertzeliaKfar-VitkinZikron-Ya’akovHanita

Tirat-TzviJerusalemKineretMa’ayan-Baruch

LachishMishmar-HaemekYechiamNahalal

Kfar-EtzionKfar-SoldEin-GevPardes-Chana

Tel-YosefZefatEin-HamifratzKeisaria

Rosh-PinaShefer

Our educational team works hard so that 
more and more teenagers get to know Israel. 

We don’t only help with theoretical 
knowledge but also support real Zionist 
actions. 

We have centers of excellence, 
activities for children in special 
education, scouting classes, 
and much more.

SaridTel-Hai

Here is a picture of stamps issued 
by the Jewish National Fund. Every 
stamp shows the name of a 
settlement in Israel - moshavim, 
kibbutzim, and cities. Find out 
which of the names are names of 
cities? and tell us.

Riddle:



Answer:

Field and Forest Centers

The odd house number closest to 
the "Dolev" sign times the house 
number of the house closest to the 
toilets, minus the house number of 
the house closest to the western 
emergency gate minus the house 
with the smallest number in "Gefen."

Riddle:

The year 2,023

Everyone needs a home, right? So we at KKL too have a house for the activities we do, 
actually not one house but five houses. We call them Field and Forest Centers. 
Our centers are suitable for camping and educational camping activities in both nature 
and classrooms. 

The centers have guest rooms, 
classrooms, sports facilities, and 
seating areas- 

that allow experiential and active learning 
both outside and in the classrooms and 
allow our guests to feel at home.

TOur centers are located in very 
special places- 

and the combination of their beautiful 
location and special activities makes them 
especially popular.

TEach center has a team of 
professional instructors- 

twho guide and conduct educational 
activities and tours in the area.

Here is a link to a panoramic view 
of the most famous field center in 
Moshav Nes Harim. 

Press on the link, take a look and then 
answer the riddle based on the 
attached map.

Here is a map of the center of the Field and 
Forest Center in Nes Harim. 

You can see that the center is divided into 
different complexes named after trees that grow 
in the country.

Dolev
Plane Tree

Alon
Oak Tree

Gefen
Grapevine

Western 
emergency 

gate



Green Lungs

The First
Station

Biblical
Zoo

Malcha
Mall

Beit Zayit
Reservoir

7.6 km

5.6 km

9.7 km

You went for a ride on the 
Jerusalem bike path. You 
rode from the Biblical Zoo 
to The First Station. Then 
you rode to Malcha Mall, 
bought food for a picnic, 
and rode to the Beit Zayit 
Reservoir to freshen up. 
How many kilometers did 
you ride in total?

Riddle:

Answer:

A green lung is a term 
for open space in 
urban areas-

parks that give people 
living in the city the 
opportunity to connect 
with nature.

The green lungs lower 
the temperature by 
half a degree.

The trees encourage 
the production of 
oxygen.

Another fun aspect of 
the parks is the bike 
paths that we help 
develop too.

The year 2,023

Everyone needs to breathe- that's what we have lungs for. 

So you should know that our planet also needs to breathe- in order to help 
with that, we at KKL help to develop green lungs. 



The Final Riddle:

Can you see the numbers that you received?
Look at the picture:


